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Abstract
Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) and Fog Radio Access Networks (FRAN) are promising
candidates within the 5G and beyond systems. This work examines the benefit of adopting NOMA in
an FRAN architecture with constrained capacity fronthaul. The paper proposes methods for optimizing
joint scheduling and power adaptation in the downlink of a NOMA-based FRAN with multiple resource
blocks (RB). We consider a mixed-integer optimization problem which maximizes a network-wide rate-
based utility function subject to fronthaul-capacity constraints, so as to determine i) the user-to-RB
assignment, ii) the allocated power to each RB, and iii) the power split levels of the NOMA users in
each RB. The paper proposes a feasible decoupled solution for such non-convex optimization problem
using a three-step hybrid centralized/distributed approach. The proposed solution complies with FRAN
operation that aims to partially shift the network control to the FAPs, so as to overcome delays due
to fronthaul rate constraints. The paper proposes and compares two distinct methods for solving the
assignment problem, namely the Hungarian method, and the Multiple Choice Knapsack method. The
power allocation and the NOMA power split optimization, on the other hand, are solved using the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). Simulations results illustrate the advantages of
the proposed methods compared to different baseline schemes including the conventional Orthogonal
Multiple Access (OMA), for different utility functions and different network environments.
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I. OVERVIEW
Due to the exponential growth in number of users and applications that need to be served by
next generation wireless systems (5G and beyond), developing efficient utilization schemes of the
available radio resources becomes imperative. In conventional cellular networks, each basic radio
resource unit - that is time, frequency, code or space - is allocated to a unique user, a strategy that
is generically referred to as Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA). The suboptimality of such an
orthogonal allocation, however, has been well established in the information-theoretical results
of [2], as larger rate regions can be achieved by simultaneously serving multiple users over
each resource unit. Such principle, also known as Superposition Coding (SC) with Successive
Interference Cancelation (SIC), forms the platform of Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA),
and is known to be capacity-achieving scheme in the Gaussian broadcast channel [2]. In NOMA,
distinct users messages are superposed in one basic resource unit, and multiplexed in the power
domain both by exploiting the channel gain difference between users and by applying SIC [3]. In
downlink (DL) NOMA, substantial rate-fairness trade-off can be achieved by an uneven power
split [4]. While a user with weak channel power gain, hereafter denoted as weak user, is served
with high power, a user with strong channel power gain, hereafter denoted as strong user, is served
with low power. On one hand, the strong user performs SIC decoding, i.e., first, it decodes the
weak user’s signal and subtracts it from the received signal, and then decodes its own signal. On
the other hand, the weak user directly decodes its signal from the received signal by treating the
strong user’s signal (with low power) as noise. Such applicability of NOMA in 5G systems has
recently garnered much interest in the literature of single cell [5], [6], relay networks [7], [8] and
large-scale networks [9]. The results in [9] show that, combined with well-designed interference
management, NOMA can yield better spectral efficiency compared to OMA in large-scale 5G
cellular networks.
To mitigate mutual interference in ultra-dense 5G networks, Cloud-Radio Access Network
(CRAN) incorporates cloud computing capabilities into wireless networks. In CRAN, base-station
functionalities are split into two components: Remote Radio Heads (RRHs) which serve as the
data plane that grants wireless coverage, and a centralized pool of Baseband Units (BBUs) which
3acts as the control plane that handles large-scale signal processing and resource management [10].
Under such realm, RRHs are connected to the BBU pool through capacity-limited fronthaul links.
Resource allocation schemes are abundant in the recent literature of CRANs, e.g., the power
allocation and beamforming problem in [11]. Such schemes, however, are often constrained by the
coupled operation of the capacity-limited fronthaul links and the centralized processing schemes,
which causes significant transport delays and are unsuitable for the envisioned 5G applications.
To mitigate the traffic burden on the fronthaul link, an alternative network architecture, named
as FRAN, also known as Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) or Cloudlets, recently emerges in
network edge operation to perform distributed signal processing and resource management, and
to temporarily store the processed data [12] [13].
This paper considers the downlink of a NOMA-based FRAN, where the cloud is connected to
the fog-access points (FAPs) through capacity-limited backhaul links. The data of every FAP are
transmitted over multiple Resource Blocks (RBs), where two users are multiplexed within each
RB. The paper then tackles the resource allocation problem of jointly optimizing the RBs-to-users
assignment, the power allocation and the NOMA power split by maximizing the weighted-sum
rate across the network.
A. Related Work
The integration of NOMA in a CRAN architecture is analyzed in few recent works, e.g., [6],
[14]–[20]. References [6] and [14] analyze the outage probability in a NOMA-based CRAN
network. In particular, reference [14] proposes an architecture, where the cell-center users are
served by their nearest RRHs as their strong users, while multiple RRHs collaborate to serve
the cell-edge users as their weak users. Using stochastic geometric tools, it is shown in [14] that
NOMA enhances the performance of the cell-edge users.
References [15] and [16] analyze the energy efficiency of the DL of a CRAN cellular network.
In [15], NOMA is adopted in the wireless backhaul links connecting the BSs to the cloud, while
in [16], it is adopted in the communication between RRHs and users. Both papers show that the
NOMA scheme can achieve higher energy efficiency compared to the conventional OMA.
Several researchers investigate resource allocation for NOMA-based CRAN [17]–[20]. While
reference [17] optimizes the beamforming strategy in order to maximize the minimum delivery
rate of files requested by users, reference [18] proposes a heuristic algorithm that maximizes the
network sum-rate by separately assigning users to RRHs and optimizing the transmission power.
4The authors of [19] propose a distance-based power allocation algorithm, as well as an algorithm
that determines the optimal number of BSs. In the same context, reference [20] proposes a
low complexity algorithm that assigns each group of users to subchannels, and determines the
transmission subchannel for every RRH.
As for the integration of NOMA in a FRAN, reference [21] addresses the resource allocation
for NOMA-based FRAN where both FAPs and user equipment are able to store some data.
Moreover, D2D communication is enabled between the users. The authors in [21] propose a
power allocation optimization strategy, where every user maximizes its utility function under
power constraints and interference-based pricing function. The users in [21] are assigned to sub-
channels using a many-to-many two-sided matching-based solution. To the best of our knowledge,
however, no joint user assignment and power allocation optimization solution has been discussed
or analyzed in the past literature.
B. Contribution
This paper investigates the resource allocation problem for a downlink NOMA-based FRAN
architecture composed of several FAPs, each transmitting over multiple RBs. In each RB, each
FAP can serve two users through NOMA, where the user with better channel is referred to
as the a strong user, while the user with worse channel is called the weak user1. The power
allocated to each RB is, therefore, split between its two assigned users. Unlike reference [21]
and the conference version of the current paper [1] which focus on the single RB case, this
paper proposes a resource allocation algorithm that jointly: a) assigns users to FAPs and RBs,
b) allocates power to every RB of every FAP, and c) splits the power between the pair of
users served under NOMA within each RB. Moreover, the proposed method aims at maximizing
the weighted sum-rate of the network, a utility function widely used in the literature that can
be adjusted to different purposes (e.g., maximizing a proportional fairness utility function, or
maximizing the network sum-rate) [22], [23].
To this end, we first formulate a mixed integer optimization problem that maximizes the
network utility function by jointly adjusting the user-to-FAP-and-RB assignment, the power
allocated to each RB, and the NOMA power split within each RB among the two assigned users.
1In theory, NOMA allows the superposition of K ≥ 2 users per RB, but with much reduced incremental gains as Kgrows
[4]. This is why we focus here on solving for K = 2, the most fundamental and insightful case which is already intricate.
5The limited fronthaul capacity and the power budget of each FAP are taken into account. The
formulated problem also accounts for the FRAN inherent local operation constraint of limiting
each user to be served from a single FAP on a given RB [10], [12]. Nevertheless, each user
may be served by different FAPs across different RBs, which provides an additional layer of
diversity.
The proposed algorithm iterates between solving the binary part (assignment) for fixed power
allocation, and then solving the continuous part (power allocation) for fixed assignment. For
comparison purposes, the paper proposes two distinct algorithms for solving the assignment
step, namely the Hungarian-based algorithm and the Knapsack-based algorithm. The Hungarian-
based assignment can be performed sequentially or in parallel for each RB but it does not take
the fronthaul capacity constraint into consideration (the fronthaul capacity can be handled in the
subsequent power allocation step). The Knapsack-based algorithm, on the other hand, assigns
users to every FAP and RB while guaranteeing that every FAP’s fronthaul capacity is satisfied
at every step. The continuous optimization steps (i.e., the RBs’ power allocation and the NOMA
power split parameters) are solved afterwards using the alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) [24] for its numerical stability. ADMM is also well adapted to the structure of our
problem, and provides a relatively simple computational complexity solution to the continuous
part of the optimization problem.
Through extensive computer simulations, we analyze and discuss each step of the proposed
algorithms, both in terms of convergence and in terms of incremental gains. The effect of different
levels of fronthaul capacity on the network performance is also presented. The results of the
paper particularly show that, compared to conventional OMA, the proposed NOMA strategy
under FRAN constraints increases user fairness without sacrificing network sum-rate.
C. Paper Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, the network model, notations and
rate expressions are presented in Sec. II. The optimization problem is formulated and analyzed in
Sec. III. Then, both assignment algorithms are given in Sec. IV, followed by the power allocation
algorithms in Sec. V. An analysis of the algorithm complexity is provided in Sec. VII. Simulation
results are presented in Sec. VIII. Finally, Sec. IX concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1: FRAN model for 4 users served by 2 FAPs for a given RB.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Model
Consider a DL FRAN composed of F single antenna FAPs, where each FAP is connected
to the BBU pool via a capacity-limited fronthaul link. All FAPs share and universally reuse
R orthogonal RBs and serve U users. Each RB represents the basic resource allocation unit
which cannot be decomposed further, and hence is allocated to a unique user in conventional
OMA systems (such as OFDMA in LTE-Advanced). By contrast, in the considered NOMA-
based system in this paper, a pair of users - one strong and one weak user - can be served on
the same RB using power multiplexing. Note that both users are subject to interference from
the transmissions from all other FAPs on the same RB.
Fig. 1 shows an example of the network model for 4 users and 2 FAPs for a given RB. Note
that the cloud guarantees synchronization across RBs, i.e., the transmission on different RBs do
not interfere with each other.
B. Notation and Rate Expression
Let F = {1, ..., F}, R = {1, ..., R} and U = {1, ..., U} be the sets of FAPs, RBs and users,
respectively. The compound channel coefficient that includes pathloss, shadowing, and Rayleigh
fading component between FAP f and user u on RB r is denoted by hfru. The total power to
serve both strong and weak users by FAP f on RB r is pfr. Let afr and 1−afr be the respective
NOMA power split ratios for the strong and weak users, with 0 ≤ afr ≤ 1.
7Let sfru and wfru be two binary variables such that sfru = 1 if user u is FAP f ’s strong user
on r, and 0 otherwise; and wfru = 1 if user u is FAP f ’s weak user on r, and 0 otherwise. The
useful signal power received by user u from FAP f on RB r is given by
χfru= sfruafrpfrhfru + wfru(1− afr)pfrhfru. (1)
Note that, for every FAP and every RB, a user can be served either as the strong or the weak
user (but not both), i.e., sfru +wfru = 1, ∀(f, r, u) ∈ (F ×R× U). Therefore, only one of the
two terms in (1) is non-zero. Every user is served by at most one FAP on a given RB. Thus,
the signals from the remaining FAPs on RB r are treated as interference. The power of the total
interference affecting the signal received at user u from FAP f on RB r can be expressed as
follows:
Ifru= wfruafrpfrhfru + sfruζ(1− afr)pfrhfru +
∑
f ′∈F
f ′ 6=f
pf ′rhf ′ru. (2)
That is, on one hand, if user u is served by FAP f as strong user on RB r ( i.e., sfru = 1, then
wfru = 0), then user u, first, applies successive interference cancellation (SIC) to remove the
corresponding weak user’s signal before decoding its own signal. In other words, the strong user,
first, decodes the signal for the weak user, removes it from the received signal, then decodes
its own signal. ζ is a factor that represents the imperfection of the SIC. Its value ranges from
0 to 1, ζ = 0 implies perfect SIC. The interference power is, therefore, the summation of the
signal power received from all other FAPs on RB r (third term of eq. (2)) plus the remaining
interference from the weak user’s signal due to imperfect SIC (second term of eq. (2)). On the
other hand, if user u is served by FAP f as weak user on r, i.e., wfru = 1, then it directly
decodes its signal, by treating the signal for the strong user as interference. Consequently, user
u is subjected to the interference from the strong user signal (first term of eq. (2)) and to the
interference from all other FAPs.
The resulting DL rate at user u served by FAP f on RB r is hence:
Cfru(pr, afr, sfru, wfru) = β log
(
1 +
χfru
Ifru + βNo
)
, (3)
where vector pr = [p1r, . . . , pFr]
⊤ ∈ RF×1+ denotes the transmit power vector by all FAPs on RB
r. No is the noise spectral density at the users’ receivers, and β is the transmission bandwidth
for every RB. The overall DL rate at the user u is
Cu(P ,A,S,W ) =
∑
f∈F
∑
r∈R
Cfru(pr, afr, sfru, wfru), (4)
8where P and A are matrices of dimension F × R, their (f, r)-th elements being, respectively,
pfr and afr. S and W are matrices of dimension F ×R× U , their (f, r, u)-th elements being,
respectively, sfru and wfru.
Let ψf be the summation of the DL rate of all users served by FAP f , ψf can be expressed
as
ψf (P ,af ,S,W ) =
∑
u∈U
Cfru(pfr, afr, sfru, wfru). (5)
∀f ∈ F , the vector af = [af1, . . . , afR]
⊤ ∈ RR×1+ groups the power ratios allocated to the strong
users of FAP f .
In the sequel, we assume the practical case where there are more than 2R users in the network,
i.e., U ≥ 2R.
III. OVERALL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Problem Formulation
The objective of this work is to maximize the weighted sum-rate of the FRAN by optimizing
the user assignment, transmit power allocation and NOMA power split ratios, over all FAPs
and RBs. Let Θ(P ,A,S,W ) =
∑
u∈U αuCu(P ,A,S,W ) be the weighted sum-rate function,
where the weight αu associated with user u is typically set to maximize the proportional fairness
metric (cf. Sec. VIII-A). The optimization problem of interest can then be formulated as follows:
max
P ,A,S,W
Θ(P ,A,S,W ) (6a)
s.t. 0 ≤ afr ≤ 1, ∀(f, r) ∈ (F ×R) , (6b)∑
r∈R
pfr ≤ P¯f , ∀f ∈ F , (6c)
sfru, wfru ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(f, r, u) ∈ (F ×R× U) , (6d)∑
u∈U
sfru = 1, ∀(f, r) ∈ (F ×R) , (6e)
∑
u∈U
wfru = 1, ∀(f, r) ∈ (F ×R) , (6f)
∑
f∈F
sfru + wfru ≤ 1, ∀(u, r) ∈ (U ×R) , (6g)
ψf (P ,af ,S,W ) ≤ C¯f , ∀f ∈ F , (6h)
where the optimization is over the assignment matrices S and W , the transmit power allocation
P over all RBs and FAPs, and the power split ratio A between strong and weak users for all
9RBs and FAPs. The first constraint (6b) gives the domain of definition of the NOMA power split
ratios afr. The second constraint (6c) expresses the maximum power budget P¯f of each FAP
f , that may be used to transmit over all RBs. Next is the binary constraint (6d) of assignment
variables sfru and wfru. Equations (6e) and (6f) constrain every FAP to have, respectively, one
strong user and one weak user on each one of its RBs. The constraint (6g) is the FRAN-specific
constraint, which ensures that every user is served by at most one FAP on a given RB. A user,
however, can be served by many FAPs on different RBs by leveraging the centralized cloud
architecture as well. Lastly, the summation of the DL rate of all users served by FAP f , ψf (5),
is limited via (6h) to the capacity of the fronthaul link C¯f as in [11].
In the expression of the objective function (6a), each term in the summation is a function of
both binary and continuous variables, which complicates the optimization problem. To simplify
the presentation, we define C
(s)
fru (C
(w)
fru) as the rate of user u when it is served by FAP f on RB
r as the strong user (the weak user). C
(s)
fru and C
(w)
fru can be expressed as follows:
C
(s)
fru(pr, afr)=β log

1 +
afrpfrhfru∑
f ′∈F
f ′ 6=f
pf ′rhf ′ru + βNo

 , (7)
and
C
(w)
fru(pr, afr) = β log
(
1 +
(1 − afr)pfrhfru∑
f ′∈F
f ′ 6=f
pf ′rhf ′ru + afrpfrhfru+βNo
)
. (8)
Using these two expressions, the objective function (6a) can be re-written as follows:
Θ(P ,A,S,W )=
∑
f∈F
∑
r∈R
∑
u∈U
(
sfruαuC
(s)
fru(pr, afr) + wfruαuC
(w)
fru(pr, afr)
)
. (9)
The fronthaul link capacity constraint (6h) can be also re-written as follows:
ψf (P ,af ,S,W ) =
∑
r∈B
∑
u∈U
(
sfruC
(s)
fru(pr, afr) + wfruC
(w)
fru(pr, afr)
)
. (10)
In the above expressions of the objective function and the fronthaul link capacity constraints, one
can observe that the rate terms (7) and (8) are no longer functions of the binary variables. Such
observation justifies the rationale behind iteratively solving the binary part and the continuous
part of problem (6a) in a separate fashion, as adopted in the remaining parts of the paper.
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B. Problem Analysis and Overview of the Proposed Solution
The optimization problem defined in (6a) is a mixed-integer optimization problem, i.e., some
variables are binary (S,W ) and some are continuous (P ,A). Such problems are generally hard
to solve, particularly problem (6), which cannot be globally solved in polynomial time. Such
difficulty is due to the mutual interference between the FAPs, which interweaves the assignment,
transmit power allocation and NOMA power splitting problems. On one hand, the optimal user
assignment depends on the transmit power allocation and NOMA power split ratios within each
FAP (P ,A) which on the other hand depend on the user assignment (S andW ). In addition, the
continuous part of the optimization problem defined in (6) is not convex, due to the non-convexity
of the objective function and the fronthaul capacity constraint (6h).
Based on the structure of the problem and the network architecture, this paper proposes an
iterative algorithm that efficiently solves problem (6). A brief description of the overall algorithm
is given in Algorithm 1, where x(i) denotes the value of x at the i-th iteration. The algorithm
stops when the increase in objective function value is less than ǫ. The algorithm starts by fixing
the starting points P (o) and A(o), and the value of ǫ which determines the exit condition. Each
iteration of the algorithm consists of three steps: first, solving the optimization problem for the
binary variables S and W given fixed P and A (solved in details in Sec.. IV). At the end of
this step, each RB at every FAP is assigned to a pair of strong and weak users. The second and
third steps are solving the problem for its continuous variables P and A given the assignment
found in the first step. The second step determines how the transmit power budget P¯f available
at every FAP is allocated to its RBs, i.e., find P (solved in details in Sec. V ). The final step
determines how, given P , the transmit power allocated on each RB is split between its strong
and weak users, i.e., find A (solved in details in Sec. VI ). This paper shows that for this last
step, the NOMA power split optimization problem is separable in f ’s (cf. Sec. VI). Therefore, it
can be separately solved at every FAP instead of requiring a centralized processing at the BBU
pool. This is well suitable to the FRAN principle where more intelligence and control can be
pushed towards the network edge, thereby alleviating the fronthaul traffic burden and meeting
the requirements of delay-stringent real-time applications.
Each step of the algorithm is carefully detailed in the following sections.
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Algorithm 1 Overall algorithm: general description
1: Set ǫ, P (o) and A(o)
2: i = 1.
3: do
4: Assignment: find S(i) and W (i), for fixed P (i−1) and A(i−1) (Sec. IV).
5: Transmit power allocation: find P (i), for fixed S(i), W (i) and A(i−1) (Sec. V).
6: NOMA Power split optimization: find A(i), for fixed S(i), W (i) and P (i) (Sec. VI).
7: i = i+ 1.
8: while f
(
P (i),A(i),S(i),W (i)
)
− f
(
P (i−1),A(i−1),S(i−1),W (i−1)
)
≥ ǫ.
IV. PROPOSED ASSIGNMENT METHODS
This section describes the first step of Algorithm 1 where one weak and one strong user are
optimally assigned to each RB of every FAP by finding the optimal S andW given fixed power
allocation P and fixed NOMA power split A. For fixed P and A, problem (6) boils down to
a binary optimization problem, formulated as follows:
max
S,W
∑
f∈F
r∈R
u∈U
sfruαuC
(s)
fru(pr, afr) + wfruαuC
(w)
fru(pr, afr) (11a)
s.t. (6d), (6e), (6f), (6g) and (6h). (11b)
To solve this problem, we propose two assignment algorithms: the first one is based on the
Hungarian algorithm (detailed in Sec. IV-A). The second one is based on the Multiple Choice
Knapsack Problem (MCKP) algorithm (detailed in Sec. IV-B).
A. Hungarian Based Assignment Algorithm
As previously mentioned, the goal of this step is to find the optimal user assignment S and
W given fixed P and A. In that case, it can be observed from (6) that, the user assignment is
tangled between the RBs, only because of the fronthaul capacity constraint (6h). In other words,
without the fronthaul capacity constraint (6h), the overall utility function is the summation of
the utilities from each RB and the problem can be optimally solved by separately solving for
each RB:
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max
Sr,W r
∑
f∈F
u∈U
sfruαuC
(s)
fru + wfruαuC
(w)
fru (12a)
s.t. sfru, wfru ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(f, u) ∈ (F × U) , (12b)∑
u∈U
sfru = 1, ∀f ∈ F , (12c)
∑
u∈U
wfru = 1, ∀f ∈ F , (12d)
∑
f∈F
sfru + wfru ≤ 1, ∀u ∈ U . (12e)
The optimization variables are Sr and W r, two binary matrices of dimension F × U for all
assignment variables corresponding to RB r. As shown in the problem formulation above (12),
the fronthaul constraint is rather discarded so as to enable utilizing the classical Hungarian
method. The fronthaul link capacity constraint (6h) is, however, reinforced while adjusting the
transmission power in the subsequent step 2.
For the optimization problem defined in (12), the contribution of every FAP to the utility
function is the summation of the weak user rate and the strong user rate, which are known
for fixed P and A. It can be thus assumed that, for a given RB, each FAP is equivalent to
two separate virtual FAPs, each serving a unique user. Moreover, a user can only be served by
one virtual FAP for a given RB. The problem described in (12) is, therefore, transformed to a
one user-to-one virtual FAP assignment problem. That is, for a given RB, a regular one-to-one
optimal assignment algorithm can be applied to solve (12), while satisfying all the constraints.
There are several well-known combinatorial optimization algorithms that solve such one-to-one
assignment problems in the literature. In this paper, we choose the Hungarian algorithm for its
relative implementation simplicity and polynomial execution time [25]. Let Kr be the U × 2R
cost matrix associated with the considered assignment problem. The (u, r)-th and (u,R+ r)-th
elements of Kr are the additive inverse of the utility that results from assigning user u to be the
strong and weak user of the f -th FAP’s r-th RB, respectively, i.e., the (u, r)-th and (u,R+ r)-th
elements of Kr are −C
(s)
fru and −C
(w)
fru, respectively (i.e., turn the utility terms into cost terms,
and minimize the resulting objective). A detailed description of the proposed assignment is given
in Algorithm 2. This algorithm has to be performed at the cloud BBUs as it is not separable
2The MCKP-based user assignment algorithm proposed in Sec. IV-B satisfies the fronthaul constraints.
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Algorithm 2 Hungarian-based Assignment Algorithm
1: Input: P (i−1), A(i−1)
2: for r = 1→ R do
3: Construct Kr
4: Find S(i)r , W
(i)
r ⊲ Apply Hungarian algorithm to Kr.
5: end for
6: Output: S(i), W (i).
per FAP. For weighted sum-rate maximization, the result does not depend on the order of RBs,
i.e., the assignment can be performed in parallel.
B. Auction-MCKP-Based Assignment Algorithm
As previously mentioned, one issue of the Hungarian-based assignment algorithm is that it
does not account for the fronthaul link capacity constraint (6h). Hence, the applicability of the
resulting user-to-RB assignment solution relies on the subsequent power allocation step, which
adjusts the transmission power on each RB such that the fronthaul link capacity constraint is
satisfied. Instead, we now develop an alternative assignment method that directly accounts for
the fronthaul capacity, and hence, can be applied independently from the power allocation step.
Considering one FAP, the assignment problem can be formulated as a Multiple-Choice Knap-
sack Problem (MCKP). MCKP consists of packing a number of items in a limited capacity
knapsack, where the items to be packed belong to disjoint classes of items, and each item has
a certain profit and weight [26]. The goal is then to choose exactly one item from each class
such that the profit/utility sum is maximized without exceeding the knapsack’s capacity. In our
case, we consider that each FAP f is a knapsack with capacity C¯f that has to be filled with R
pair of users (items), i.e., one pair from every RB (class).
The complication here is that our target problem cannot be solved independently for every
FAP, due to constraint (6g). More precisely, a user cannot be served by two different FAPs on
the same RB, i.e., a FAP cannot choose a pair of users that includes users chosen by other FAPs
for the same class (RB r). This paper, therefore, proposes solving this conflict by an auction
approach where every FAP bids by proposing a price for every user chosen by the initial MCKP-
greedy algorithm. At the end of every bidding iteration, the price of each user for a given RB
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is set to the maximum of all received bids. This bidding process is repeated until the prices of
all users do not change.
This subsection is organized as follows. First, the notations used in this substep of the algorithm
are presented in Sec. IV-B1. Then, we detail how MCKP-greedy algorithm is applied to allocate
users to every FAP in Sec. IV-B2. Lastly, Sec. IV-B3 presents the overall assignment algorithm
where auction algorithm is used to solve the conflicts among FAPs.
1) Notations: Considering the f th FAP, let Ofr be the set of all possible combinations of
users on RB r. The i-th item in Ofr, called herein Ofr(i), denotes the user pair (us(i), uw(i)),
where us(i) is the strong user and uw(i) is the weak user. The utility corresponding to the i-th
item in Ofr is:
υfr(i) = αus(i)C
(s)
frus(i)
+ αuw(i)C
(w)
fruw(i)
− ρ(t)r (us(i))− ρ
(t)
r (uw(i)), (13)
where the arguments of the functions C
(s)
frus(i)
and C
(w)
fruw(i)
(originally defined in (7) and (8)) are
omitted in (13) to simplify the presentation, and where ρ
(t)
r (us(i)) and ρ
(t)
r (uw(i)) are the prices
of the users us(i) and uw(i) at the t-th iteration. Note that the prices of a user are different
across different RBs. The weight (cost) corresponding to the i-th item in Ofr is:
cfr(i) = C
(s)
frus(i)
+ C
(w)
fruw(i)
. (14)
Let ρfr(u) be the price that FAP f bids for user u on RB r.
For two items i and j in Ofr, item j is dominated by item i if
cfr(i) ≤ cfr(j) and υfr(i) ≥ υfr(j). (15)
In other words, an element is dominated if there exists another element with higher or equal
profit, but less weight. Therefore, a dominated element should not be in the set of items to
choose from.
The incremental profit between two elements i and j is a measure of how much utility a FAP
gains if it chooses item i instead of item j from Ofr. The incremental weight has a similar
interpretation (how much more weight is added to a FAP if it chooses item i instead of item
j from Ofr). We define the incremental efficiency between two elements i and j as the ratio
between their incremental profit and incremental weight, i.e.,
e˜fr(j, i) =
υfr(j)− υfr(i)
cfr(j)− cfr(i)
. (16)
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For three items i, j and k in Ofr, with cfr(i) < cfr(j) < cfr(k) and υfr(i) < υfr(j) < υfr(k),
we say that j is LP-dominated (linear programming dominated) by i and k [26] if
e˜fr(k, j) ≥ e˜fr(j, i), i.e.,
υfr(k)− υfr(j)
cfr(k)− cfr(j)
≥
υfr(j)− υfr(i)
cfr(j)− cfr(i)
. (17)
In other words, item j is LP-dominated by i and k if the incremental efficiency between k and
j is larger than the one between j and i [26].
Let Efr be the set of LP-extreme items corresponding to Ofr. This set is obtained by
eliminating all dominated and LP-dominated elements in Ofr.
2) MCKP-Greedy Algorithm: Based on the above notations, the paper now details how R
pairs of users are assigned to each FAP f . As previously mentioned, the goal for FAP f is
to choose one pair of users (item) such that every RB (class) maximizes its utility function
without exceeding the fronthaul capacity. To this end, FAP f first constructs R classes of items
(Ofr for r = 1, . . . , R). Each class contains all possible combinations of two users (a pair of
strong (us) and weak (uw) users). For each pair of users (each item), the user with better channel
is the strong user, while the one with worse channel is the weak user. Therefore, there are
(
U
2
)
items in every class. Each item is characterized with a profit (the utility value added to the
overall utility function if the corresponding user pair is chosen) and a weight (the capacity that
the corresponding user pair needs in the fronthaul link). The goal is then to choose the best pair
from each set Ofr (r = 1, . . . , R) such that the utility is maximized and the fronthaul capacity is
not exceeded. Let xfr(i) be a binary variable that is equal to 1 if the i-th item in Ofr is chosen.
In this part, constraint (6g) is discarded, as it is the object of the auction algorithm detailed in
the next subsection. Using the notations introduced in Sec. IV-B1, the binary optimization for
FAP f can be reformulated as follows:
max
xfr,r∈R
∑
r∈R
|Ofr|∑
i=1
xfr(i)υfr(i) (18a)
s.t.
∑
r∈R
|Ofr|∑
i=1
xfr(i)cfr(i) ≤ C¯f (18b)
|Ofr|∑
i=1
xfr(i) = 1, ∀r ∈ R, (18c)
xfr(i) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀r ∈ R, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |Ofr|}, (18d)
The objective function (18a) is the total utility at FAP f , which is the summation of the utilities
of chosen pairs (18a). At the beginning of the algorithm, the utility associated to every user
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pair is equal to the summation of the utilities of the strong and weak users forming the user
pair. As the algorithm progresses, the user pair’s utility includes the price of the user pair from
the auction’s previous iteration as defined in (13). The fronthaul capacity constraint for FAP
r, equivalent to (6h), is expressed in (18b). The constraint (18c) forces FAP f to choose one
pair from each class (RB r). Therefore, constraint (18c) is equivalent to (6e) and (6f) in the
original binary optimization problem. The integrality constraint on the binary variables xfr(i) is
expressed in (18d). Note that, for the MCKP to be feasible, we assume that, for every FAP f :
R∑
r=1
min
i∈Ofr
cfr(i) ≤ C¯f , (19)
and for every item (user pair) i ∈ Ofr,
cfr(i) +
R∑
r′=1
r′ 6=r
min
i∈Ofr′
cfr′(i) ≤ C¯f . (20)
By relaxing the integrality constraint (18d), the MCKP in (18) becomes a linear MCKP which
can be solved optimally using the MCKP-greedy algorithm [26]. The MCKP-greedy algorithm is
based on the transformation of the MCKP to a similar problem corresponding to one instance of
Knapsack Problem (KP). Each instance is then solved optimally using the KP-greedy algorithm
[26] (i.e., by adding an element to the sack in decreasing order of efficiency). The solution of
the original problem is then constructed from the solution of the linear relaxation. The details
of the MCKP-greedy algorithm that solves (18) are given in Alg. 3, and explained as follows.
First, for every RB r, the FAP constructs a class (set Ofr) containing all the possible combi-
nations of two users, and their corresponding utilities and weights (line 2). The elements in each
class are sorted according to increasing weight (line 3). Then, for every class, the LP-extreme set
Efr is constructed by eliminating the dominated and LP-dominated elements from the ordered
set (line 4). Next, the incremental efficiency between every pair of successive elements in Efr
is determined as follows:
e˜fr(i, i− 1) =
υfr(i)− υfr(i− 1)
cfr(i)− cfr(i− 1)
. (21)
The items from all Efr sets (r = 1, . . . , R) are placed in a new set Ef in decreasing order of
incremental efficiency (line 12). The algorithm, then, adds items to the sack in that order, until the
capacity of the sack is exceeded. The output of the MCKP-greedy algorithm is i∗f = [i
∗
f1, . . . , i
∗
fR],
i.e., the index of every chosen user pair from each class r in the set Efr for FAP f . Conditions (19)
and (20) ensure that there is a chosen pair from every class.
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Algorithm 3 MCKP algorithm, f -th FAP
1: for every class (RB) r do
2: Construct the set Ofr and the utility and weight vectors υfr and cfr
3: Sort elements in Ofr according to increasing weight cfr
4: Construct the set of LP-extreme items Efr from Ofr
5: Calculate the incremental efficiency between every two successive element in Efr, i.e., calculate e˜fr(i, i−1)
for i = [2, .., |Efr|]
6: end for
7: Ef= items from all Efr sorted according to decreasing e˜fr
8: Initialize C˜f = Cf −
∑R
r=1 cfr(1)
9: do
10: Add next user pair from Ef
11: (Assuming the item is from Efr and its index is i)
12: C˜f = C˜f − c˜fr(i)
13: if C˜f ≥ 0 then
14: i∗fr = i
15: end if
16: while C˜f > 0.
17: Output: i∗f = [i
∗
f1, . . . , i
∗
fR].
3) Overall MCKP-Auction Based Assignment Algorithm: By independently applying IV-B2,
every FAP has 2R tentatively assigned users. The overall assignment algorithm, however, must
satisfy constraint (6g). In other words, no user can be served by two different FAPs on the same
RB. To overcome this issue, we propose the auction-MCKP-based assignment algorithm detailed
in Algorithm 4. Let f¯ be a vector containing the indexes of FAPs that need to bid in the next
iteration of the auction. At the initialization, all users’ prices are set to zero and all FAPs need
to bid, i.e., f¯ = [1; . . . ;F ] (line 2).
At the beginning of every iteration, every FAP finds the users to bid for each RB (i∗f) by
applying the MCKP-greedy algorithm (line 5). For every chosen user (each user in i∗fr), the
bidding price is set to
ρfr(us(i
∗
fr)) = ρfr(us((i
∗
fr)) +
(
υfr(i
∗
fr)− υ¯fr
)
/2 (22a)
ρfr(uw(i
∗
fr)) = ρfr(uw(i
∗
fr)) +
(
υfr(i
∗
fr)− υ¯fr
)
/2, (22b)
for the strong and weak user, respectively. That is, the price of a user is set to its old price plus
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half of the utility that the FAP would loose if it looses the bid (the utility loss for losing a user
is half of the utility loss for the user pair). In particular, the utility loss for the best user pair is
defined as the difference between its utility (υfr(i
∗
fr)) and that of the second best pair from the
same class, denoted as υ¯fr (lines 6-8).
After all FAPs in f¯ place their bids for every RB r, the absolute price of every user ρr(u) is
set to the maximum bid placed for that user on RB r (lines 6-8), i.e.,
ρ(t+1)r (u) = max
f
ρfr(u), ∀r ∈ R. (23)
For every RB r, the FAP with the highest bid wins the user. Hence, FAP f looses the weak/strong
user of RB r if
ρfr(us(i
∗
fr)) ≤ ρ
(t+1)
r (us(i
∗
fr)) OR ρfr(uw(i
∗
fr)) ≤ ρ
(t+1)
r (uw(i
∗
fr)). (24)
The indexes of FAPs that loose a user on at least one of their RBs are grouped in f¯ (the list of
bidding FAPs in following iterations). It is worth mentioning that there is no guarantee that the
winning FAP at a given iteration would keep that user until the end of the algorithm, as it may
loose that user in a subsequent iteration if another FAP bids higher. The algorithm continues
until all RBs of all FAPs are assigned, i.e., the absolute price of all users on all RBs does not
change anymore (line 13). In other words, there are no longer any FAPs placing bids. A proof of
convergence for the auction algorithm is provided in [27]. The last step of the algorithm converts
the indexes of the final users for every FAP i∗f into the binary variables (lines 14-16):
sfrus(i∗fr) = 1, wfruw(i∗fr) = 1 ∀(f, r) ∈ (F ×R) (25)
As already pointed out, unlike the Hungarian-based assignment algorithm, the MCKP-based as-
signment algorithm results satisfies the fronthaul capacity constraint. Therefore, the MCKP-based
assignment algorithm can be applied alone without optimized power allocation (cf. Sec. VIII-E).
V. PROPOSED POWER ALLOCATION METHOD
This section details the second step in Algorithm 1, as it focuses on solving the power
allocation step. For the assignment solution found in the first step, the available power at every
FAP is optimally assigned to its RBs, i.e., P is optimized for fixed S, W and A. The overall
utility function is separable across the RBs, i.e., the overall utility is the summation of the
contribution from every RB, cf. eq. (9). Moreover, the contribution of each RB to the overall
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Algorithm 4 MCKP-Auction Based Assignment
1: Input: P , A
2: Initialization t = 0, ρfr(u) = 0 ∀(f, r, u) ∈ (F ×R× U)), ρ
(0)
r (u) = 0, ∀(u, r) ∈ (U ×R)), f¯ = [1; . . . ;F ],
S = 0, W = 0.
3: do
4: for every FAP that needs to bid, i.e., f ∈ f¯ do
5: Find the list of chosen pairs of users i∗f = [i
∗
f1, . . . , i
∗
fR] by applying alg. 3
6: for every RB, r = 1→ R do
7: Set the bidding price of the chosen strong and weak users according to eq. (22)
8: end for
9: end for
10: Price agglomeration, eq. (23).
11: Construct the list of FAPs that lost at least a user f¯
12: Increment the number of iteration, t = t+ 1.
13: while ∃(r, u) such that ρ
(t−1)
r (u) 6= ρ
(t)
r (u).
14: for each RB of every FAP: f = 1→ F , r = 1→ R do
15: Set the assignment variables corresponding to the chosen users to 1.
16: end for
17: Output: S, W .
utility function depends only on the power allocated to that given RB across all FAPs. Thus, the
power allocation optimization can be formulated as follows:
max
P
Θ(P ,A,S,W ) =
∑
r∈R

∑
f∈F
u∈U
sfruαuC
(s)
fru(pr, afr) + wfruαuC
(w)
fru(pr, afr)

 (26a)
s.t.
∑
r∈R
pfr ≤ P¯f , ∀f ∈ F , (26b)
ψf (P ,af ,S,W ) ≤ C¯f , ∀f ∈ F . (26c)
The optimization, however, cannot be separately solved for every RB, due to the total power
budget and the fronthaul capacity limit for every FAP. The separability of the utility function per
RB as shown in (26a), however, allows us to use ADMM [24] to solve the power allocation at the
BBU pool, as it is well adapted to the structure of our problem as argued in the sequel. Moreover,
ADMM provides a relatively simple computational complexity solution as shown in Sec. VII.
ADMM consists of sequentially solving the optimization for each direction of the optimization
variable (in our case, each direction is the power vector on each RB, i.e., pr) while fixing the
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other variables. While ADMM is usually applied to linear equality constraints, the constraints in
our case are neither linear nor convex. We hence transform the inequality constraints into equality
constraints by adding a component-wise maximum function (g1f , g2f below) to each inequality
constraint [28], which ensures that an inequality constraint is only considered whenever active.
Note that a constraint is active if its corresponding maximum function (g1f or g2f ) is positive
for the current value of the variables. The optimization problem (27) is thus reformulated as
follows:
min
P
−Θ(P ,A,S,W ) (27a)
s.t. g1f
(
p(f)
)
= 0, ∀f ∈ F , (27b)
g2f (P ) = 0, ∀f ∈ F , (27c)
where the vector p(f) = [pf1, . . . , pfR]
⊤ ∈ RR×1+ groups the RBs’ transmit powers of FAP f . We
define g1f and g2f as follows:
g1f
(
p(f)
)
= max
{
0,
∑
r∈R
pfr − P¯f
}2
, (28)
and
g2f(P ) = max
{
0, ψf (P ,af ,S,W )− C¯f
}2
. (29)
It is worth mentioning that g2f is a function of the other variables as well, i.e., S,W and af ,
which are kept fixed during this power allocation step.
Next, we express the augmented Lagrangian function of problem (27), defined as the regular
Lagrangian function augmented by a quadratic function of the constraints, as follows:
L1 (P ,µ1,µ2) =−Θ(P ,A,S,W ) +
δ
2
‖g1(P )‖
2
2 +
δ
2
‖g2(P )‖
2
2 +
F∑
f=1
µ1fg1f
(
p(f)
)
+
F∑
f=1
µ2fg2f(P ) , (30)
where g1(P ) =
[
g11
(
p(1)
)
, . . . , g1f
(
p(f)
)]T
, g2(P ) = [g21(P ), . . . , g2f (P )]
T
. µ1 ∈ R
F and
µ2 ∈ R
F are the Lagrangian multipliers that correspond to (27b) and (27c), respectively. δ is a
positive constant and ‖.‖ denotes the Euclidean norm.
The ADMM consists of alternating between two steps; see [24] and references therein. The
first step consists of optimizing the augmented Lagrangian (30) for each direction of the primal
variables, while the variables for other directions remain fixed. More specifically, in our case,
pr is optimized for every r ∈ R by minimizing the augmented Lagrangian function. Let p
(k)
r
be the value of variable pr at iteration k. For completeness, we next describe the underlying
optimization steps proposed by ADMM in the context of our problem.
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Proposition 1. At the k-th iteration of the power allocation algorithm, first, the primal variables
are updated as follows, for r = 1 to R:
p(k)r = argmin
pr
L1
(
P
(k)
r¯ ,µ
(k−1)
1 ,µ
(k−1)
2
)
, (31)
where P
(k)
r¯ =
[
p
(k)
1 ; . . . ;p
(k)
r−1;pr;p
(k−1)
r+1 . . . ;p
(k−1)
r
]
. Second, the dual variables (i.e., the La-
grangian multipliers) are updated as follows:
µ
(k)
1 = µ
(k−1)
1 + δg1
(
P (k)
)
and µ
(k)
2 = µ
(k−1)
2 + δg2
(
P (k)
)
. (32)
The algorithm stops at convergence, once all constraints are satisfied.
We finally note that this paper uses the interior-point method [29] to solve problem (31). The
simulations results of the paper particularly show the appreciable performance improvement of
the adopted algorithm.
VI. PROPOSED NOMA POWER SPLITTING METHOD
This section details the last step of the algorithm which consists of optimally dividing the
power allocated to every RB to its strong and weak users. The optimization problem (6) now
boils down to: max
A
Θ(P ,A,S,W ) (33a)
s.t. 0 ≤ afr ≤ 1, ∀(f, r) ∈ (F ×R) , (33b)
ψf (P ,af ,S,W ) ≤ C¯f , ∀f ∈ F (33c)
This optimization is separable per FAP, i.e., solving (33) is equivalent to solving the following
optimization for every FAP:
max
af
Θf(P ,af ,S,W ) =
∑
r∈R
∑
u∈U
sfruαuC
(s)
fru(pr, afr) + wfruαuC
(w)
fru(pr, afr) (34a)
s.t. 0 ≤ afr ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R, (34b)
ψf (P ,af ,S,W ) ≤ C¯f . (34c)
Therefore, this step of the algorithm can be solved at every FAP in order to alleviate the traffic
on the fronthaul link in alignment to the FRAN principle of pushing some control to the network
edge. Hence, problem (34) can be re-written as follows:
min
af
−Θf (P ,af ,S,W ) (35a)
s.t. − af ≤ 0 (35b)
af − 1 ≤ 0 (35c)
ψf (P ,af ,S,W )− C¯f ≤ 0. (35d)
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Moreover, the utility function at FAP f is separable per RB. More specifically, in (34a), the
r-th term in the summation over the RBs is a function of afr only. This means that, once
again, problem (35) can be efficiently solved by ADMM. Towards this end, the constraints
are reformulated in a similar way as for the power allocation to every RB (cf. Sec. V ). In
what follows, only the variables under consideration (af) are shown in order to simplify the
mathematical notations. The resulting optimization which is solved at the FAP f is
min
af
−Θf (af ) (36a)
s.t. max {0,−afr}
2 = 0, ∀r ∈ R, (36b)
max {0, afr − 1}
2
= 0, ∀r ∈ R, (36c)
max
{
0, ψf(af )− C¯f
}2
= 0. (36d)
The augmented Lagrangian function is now:
L2 (af ,λ1,λ2, λ3) =−Θf (af ) +
δ
2
R∑
r=1
∥∥∥max {0,−afr}2∥∥∥2
2
+
R∑
r=1
λ1rmax {0,−afr}
2
+
δ
2
R∑
r=1
∥∥∥max {0, afr − 1}2∥∥∥2
2
+
R∑
r=1
λ2rmax {0, afr − 1}
2
+
δ
2
∥∥∥max{0, ψf(af )− C¯f}2∥∥∥2
2
+ λ3max
{
0, ψf (af )− C¯f
}2
, (37)
where λ1 ∈ R
F , λ2 ∈ R
F and λ3 ∈ R are the Lagrangian multipliers that correspond to (36b),
(36c) and (36d), respectively, and where δ is a positive constant. The first step of every ADMM
iteration consists of minimizing the Lagrangian function (37) for every direction r, while the other
variables corresponding to all other directions are fixed. The second step consists of updating
the dual variables [24].
Proposition 2. At the k-th iteration of the NOMA power splitting optimization algorithm at FAP
f , first, the primal variables are updated as follows, for r = 1 to R:
a
(k)
fr = argmin
afr
L2 (afr¯,λ1,λ2, λ3) . (38)
where afr¯ =
[
a
(k)
f1 , . . . , a
(k)
f(r−1), afr, a
(k−1)
f(r+1), . . . , a
(k−1)
fr
]
. Second, the dual variables are updated
as follows:
λ
(k)
1r = λ
(k−1)
1r + ρmax
{
0,−a
(k)
fr
}2
, (39a)
λ
(k)
2r = λ
(k−1)
2r + ρmax
{
0, a
(k)
fr − 1
}2
, (39b)
λ
(k)
3 = λ
(k−1)
3 + ρmax
{
0, ψf
(
a
(k)
f
)
− C¯f
}2
. (39c)
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The algorithm stops at convergence, once all constraints are satisfied.
Once again, this paper utilizes the interior-point method to solve problem (38) as well.
VII. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
This section describes the computational complexity of each algorithm step described in the
previous sections. Reference [30] shows that the complexity of the Hungarian method is in
the order of O(n3), where n is the number of agents. For the Hungarian-based assignment
adopted in our paper, since the assignment is done for every RB, the agents are equal to the
number of users that can be assigned, i.e., 2F . The complexity of the MCKP-greedy algorithm
is O (
∑m
i=1 ni log(ni) + n log(n)) [26], where m is the number of classes of objects to be put
in one knapsack and ni is the number of elements in the i-th class. In our case, m = R
and ni =
(
U
2
)
, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , R}. Lastly, n is the total number of elements for all classes, i.e.,
n = R
(
U
2
)
. Each main iteration of the interior-point method has a worst-case complexity which is
a polynomial function of the problem size [31]. More specifically, the total number of arithmetic
operations needed to perform the interior-point method is in the order of O(n3), where n is the
number of variables. Based on the above, Table I displays the complexity of each algorithm
and the corresponding number of repetitions required to implement the overall algorithm 1. The
Algorithm Complexity Repetitions
Hungarian algorithm O((2F )3) R
MCKP-greedy algorithm O
(
Ru log
(
Ru2
))
, u =
(
U
2
)
FA
Power allocation O(F 3) R
Power split optimization O(13) FR
TABLE I: Complexity of each algorithm and the number of repetitions needed for implementing
the user-to-RB assignment, power allocation and NOMA power splitting
number of repetitions for MCKP-greedy algorithm is RA, where A is the total number of auction
iterations.
Table I shows that taking advantage of the problem structure in order to apply ADMM to
solve both continuous parts of the problem not only allows the distribution of the algorithm tasks
to all FAPs, but also significantly reduces the computational complexity. Thanks to ADMM, the
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complexity of the power allocation is reduced from O((FR)3) to O(RF 3). For the power split
optimization, it is reduced from O((FR)3) to O(FR).
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup
This section evaluates the performance of the proposed algorithms in a grid network of 7
FAPs with wrap-around architecture [32]. Four users are uniformly distributed inside each FAP’s
coverage. All simulation results are averaged over 10000 channel realizations. We assume that
each FAP has a bandwidth of W = 10 MHz equally divided among its RBs, i.e., β = W
R
. The
3GPP urban micro-cell environment and simulation parameters are adopted as in [33]. The inter-
FAP distance is fixed to 200m. The path-loss models both the signal power attenuation and the
channel shadowing effect, and is given by l(d, fc) = 36.7 log 10(d)+22.8+20 log 10(fc), where
d is the distance in meters, and fc, the carrier frequency, is set to fc=2.5 GHz. All channels
undergo Rayleigh fading. We assume that the available power and the fronthaul capacity limits
are equal for all FAPs. While the power is set to p¯f = 41dBm ∀f ∈ F , C¯f = C¯ changes across
the simulations so as to illustrate the impact of backhaul capacity on the proposed algorithms
performance. Unless specified otherwise, the number of RBs is set to R = 2, and the averaging
time window τ is set to τ = 50 (see more info about τ below). We assume perfect SIC, i.e.,
ζ = 0.
For illustrative purposes, the user weights are taken for two extreme cases:
1) αu = 1 for all users, i.e., sum-rate maximization.
2) αu =
1
C¯
(τ)
u
, the inverse of the average user rate C¯
(τ)
u over a time window τ , i.e., proportional
fair weighted sum-rate. At initialization, C¯u is fixed assuming that user u is assigned to
its closest FAP, and all channel gains are equal to 1.
In addition to the utility values and rates, the algorithms’ performance is also evaluated in
terms of Jain’s fairness index between users, defined as:
J =
(
U∑
u=1
Cu
)2/
U
U∑
u=1
C2u . (40)
Its value ranges from 1/U (worst case) to 1 (best case), which is achieved when all users are
served with equal rates.
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B. Baseline Schemes and Acronyms
We now define the following baseline schemes for bench-marking purposes.
1) Voronoi-based assignment: the baseline scheme for proposed user assignment, where two
users inside every FAP’s Voronoi cell are randomly assigned to each of its RBs. The user
with lower channel gain is the weak user, while the user with higher channel gain is the
strong user.
2) Uniform power allocation: the baseline scheme for proposed power optimization. Within
every FAP if Hungarian or Voronoi assignment is applied, it is not guaranteed that the
resulting assignment satisfies the fronthaul capacity limitation. Therefore, for the FAPs
with non-satisfied fronthaul capacity constraints, the RBs’ powers are uniformly decreased
until they are satisfied.
3) OMA: this is the conventional allocation scheme used in current systems such as OFDMA
in LTE-Advanced, where each basic resource unit (subchannel or RB of bandwidth β) is
allocated to only one user.
V Voronoi-based assignment PU Uniform power allocation FPS Fixed NOMA power split
H Hungarian-based assignment PA Optimized power allocation PS Optimized power split
K MCPK-based assignment
TABLE II: Summary of the notations in the figures.
For sake of clarity, Table II summarizes the acronyms used in the figures.
C. Effect of initialization of A
First, we simulate the effect of the NOMA power splitting initialization matrixA(o) on different
network performance metrics. Fig. 2 shows the CDF of the utility function for different values of
A(o) for H-PA-PS, for weighted sum-rate maximization in Fig. 2a and for sum-rate maximization
in Fig. 2b. The corresponding Jain’s fairness index is shown in Table III.
It can be seen that, in general, the value of A(o) does not significantly affect the behavior
of both utility functions. Table III, however, shows that under weighted sum-rate maximization,
the best user fairness is achieved at A(o) around 0.25. For sum-rate maximization, the fairness
is not affected by the value of A(o).
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Fig. 2: CDF of the utility function for different values of A(o), C¯f = 10
8.
A
(o) 0.05 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.95
WSR 0.40 0.41 0.40 0.38 0.37
SR 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.24
TABLE III: Jain’s fairness indexes for different A(o).
Therefore, in all subsequent results, we set A(o) = 0.25 for the proposed NOMA-based
algorithms.
D. Distribution of a
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the NOMA power split ratios after optimization, i.e., the power
distribution among weak and strong users. It shows that, for sum-rate maximization and for both
H-PA-PS and K-PA-PS, full power is given to the strong user for 70% of the cases. For weighted
sum-rate maximization, the window size τ does not significantly change the distribution of the
NOMA power split ratios. The probability that the strong user is served with full power for
K-PA-PS is about 30%, while it is 20% for H-PA-PS. The weak user gets full power for 15%
and 18% of the time for K-PA-PS and H-PA-PS, respectively. For both algorithms, a smoothly
varies between 0 and 0.5 for about 50% of the cases under weighted sum-rate maximization. This
figure, therefore, shows that the proposed algorithms, under weighted sum-rate maximization,
indeed instigate fairer power allocation compared to sum-rate maximization case.
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Fig. 3: CDF of the value of a after power split optimization.
E. Algorithm Performance
Fig. 4 shows the performance for each utility function according to the outside loop number of
iterations in algorithm 1, for weighted sum-rate (Fig. 4a) and sum-rate maximization (Fig. 4b).
The performance for each utility function is shown for different combinations of algorithms
inside the loop. The figure shows that for all combinations, if more than one iteration is needed,
the algorithm converges within a few number of iterations. As for the inner loops, for the power
allocation and the NOMA power splitting, ADMM converges within less than 5 iterations.
Under both utility functions, the figures show that, the proposed algorithm (partially or wholly
applied) outperforms the baseline scheme (Voronoi assignment combined with uniform power
allocation). In more details, for weighted sum-rate, the proposed K-PA-PS yields to the best
network utility value, with a 16%-gain compared to baseline V-PU-FPS, while proposed H-
PA-PS yields to 11%-gain compared to V-PU-FPS. H-PA-PS is, however, slightly better than
K-PA-PS for sum-rate maximization (111% vs 109% for K-PA-PS).
As previously mentioned, the proposed MCKP assignment algorithm can be applied alone
without optimized power allocation, as its result is always feasible in terms of fronthaul capacity
limitation. In this case, each FAP’s power budget is equally divided between its RBs and the
power split is fixed to 0.25 (noted K) or optimized (noted K-PS). It is observed that K-PU-FPS
performs 4% and 76% better than V-PU-FPS for weighted sum-rate and sum-rate, respectively.
Combined with optimized power split, K-PU-PS yields to 8.6% and 95% gain, for weighted
sum-rate and sum-rate, respectively. Combined with optimized power allocation, the Hungarian
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Fig. 4: Convergence of different algorithms, C¯f = 10
8.
assignment H-PA-PS yields to 4.3% and 98% gain compared to V-PU-FPS for weighted sum-rate
and sum-rate, respectively.
Fig. 5 compares the performance of H-PA-PS and K-PA-PS for different fronthaul capacity
values and for weighted sum-rate (Fig. 5a) and sum-rate (Fig. 5b) maximization. The figures
confirm again that K-PA-PS is slightly better than H-PA-PS for weighted sum-rate maximization,
regardless of the value C¯f . H-PA-PS, however, yields to higher sum-rates. The Hungarian-based
assignment is favorable to sum-rate maximization as it does not take the fronthaul capacity
into consideration, i.e., it always chooses the best users for each RB. With MCKP, the users
assignment is subjected to the fronthaul capacity allowing weaker users to be served as well,
thereby increasing the fairness between users.
Table IV displays the values of the Jain’s fairness indexes that correspond to the curves of
Fig. 5, i.e., for H-PA-PS and K-PA-PS for different fronthaul capacity values and for both utilities.
As expected, the Jain’s fairness index is low for sum-rate maximization compared to the one of
weighted sum-rate maximization. For sum-rate maximization, its value is higher for lower values
of C¯f . This shows that, under sum-rate maximization, on one hand, if C¯f is high enough, the
network prioritizes users with good channels. On the other hand, if C¯f is low, some FAPs either
serve weak users in order to satisfy C¯f (MCKP-based assignment) or still serve users with best
channels but with lower power (Hungarian-based assignment). In either case, the fairness index
increases. This phenomenon can be observed in Fig. 7 as well.
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Fig. 5: Performance comparison, for different C¯f values.
Utility Weighted sum-rate Sum-rate
C¯f 5× 10
7 108 5× 107 108
H-PA-PS 0.42 0.42 0.25 0.22
K-PA-PS 0.41 0.40 0.25 0.21
TABLE IV: Jain’s fairness indexes for weighted sum-rate and sum-rate maximization.
F. NOMA vs. OMA
Fig. 6 compares the proposed NOMA schemes with H-PA-PS algorithm to the conventional
OMA scheme under different utility functions and for different values of the fronthaul capacity.
For OMA scheme, every RB of each FAP is assigned to only one user served with full power.
For the sake of fair comparison, users are optimally assigned to FAPs using the same algorithm
(one user assigned to each RB) as for NOMA. Moreover, the power allocated to every RB is
optimized using the same technique. The adopted assignment is Hungarian-based for both OMA
and NOMA.
For weighted sum-rate maximization in Fig. 6a, NOMA achieves better performance in the
low utility region, indicating higher fairness for users with poorer channels, such as edge users,
which is the most challenging case. For sum-rate maximization in Fig. 6b, NOMA and OMA have
comparable performance for high C¯f . For low C¯f , OMA is generally slightly better, confirming
that the best strategy for maximizing sum-rate is giving full power to the strong user.
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Fig. 6: OMA vs. NOMA, for different C¯f values.
Table. V compares the Jain’s fairness index for NOMA and OMA, for weighted sum-rate and
sum-rate and for different values of the fronthaul capacity. The table shows that the user fairness
is the highest when proposed NOMA is adopted with weighted-sum rate maximization.
Utility Weighted sum-rate Sum-rate
C¯f 5× 10
7 108 5× 107 108
NOMA 0.42 0.42 0.25 0.22
OMA 0.31 0.32 0.24 0.23
TABLE V: Jain’s fairness indexes for weighted sum-rate and sum-rate maximization, NOMA
vs. OMA.
G. Effect of number of RBs and Weight
Fig. 7 shows the variation of the Jain’s fairness index according to the number of RBs available
at every FAP. The figure shows the fairness index for different values of the fronthaul capacity
and for different utility functions, and with τ = 25, or 50. The results are presented for H-PA-PS
in 7a and for K-PA-PS in 7b.
In general, for both assignment algorithms under any value of C¯f and any adopted utility
function, the fairness is an increasing function of the number of RBs. More RBs implies not
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(b) MCKP-based assignment.
Fig. 7: Variation of the fairness with the number of RBs, for different utility functions.
only more served users, but also a higher probability of each user being served, owing to channel
diversity. However, a higher number of RBs entails higher complexity, as shown in Table I: the
complexity of every algorithm linearly increases with the number of RBs R.
Overall, the lower C¯f , the better the fairness, for the same reason as for Table IV. For τ = 25,
in MCKP-based assignment algorithm (Fig. 7b), the fairness is higher compared to the one
resulting from Hungarian-based algorithm, especially for a low number of RBs. This phenomenon
is caused by the fact that, under MCKP, users are assigned to FAPs under fronthaul capacity
constraints, which increases the probability that weak users get served. It is also observed that,
for weighted sum-rate, the larger the window size gets, the better level the fairness index reaches,
which is compatible with the rationale behind adopting a proportional fairness approach.
H. Discussion
In this subsection, we compare the two assignment algorithms proposed in this paper. On one
hand, with Hungarian-based assignment, the users are assigned to FAPs and RBs regardless of
the fronthaul capacity. Moreover, the result of the assignment is optimal for infinite fronthaul
capacity. The transmission power for each RB is then adjusted to optimize again the utility
function and to satisfy the fronthaul capacity. On the other hand, MCKP-based assignment
allocates the resource to users in order to maximize the utility and to satisfy the fronthaul
capacity. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that, in terms of utility values, with the MCKP-based assignment,
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the overall algorithm performs better than with the Hungarian-based assignment for weighted
sum-rate maximization. In terms of user fairness, however, the performance of both assignment
algorithms are comparable (the Hungarian-based assignment performs slightly better), cf. Ta-
ble IV. For sum-rate maximization, the utility value is slightly better with the Hungarian-based
assignment. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that MCKP-based assignment can be applied
alone for uniform power without power optimization. In terms of computational complexity, it
can be shown, based on Table. I, that the Hungarian-based assignment is less complex than the
MCKP-based assignment if
F <
√
AU (U − 1)
32
log
(
RU (U − 1)
2
)
. (41)
Therefore, for a high number of users competing for the resource, it is advisable to use the
Hungarian-based assignment.
IX. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes sophisticated resource allocation algorithms in the DL of a NOMA-based
FRAN with multiples RBs, in an effort to realize the high performance requirements of next
generation wireless systems. The paper considers maximizing a weighted sum-rate optimization
problem in the realm of the studied NOMA-based FRAN. The optimization problem is solved
by iterating between three steps: user-to-FAP-and-RB assignment (binary optimization), power
allocation to RBs, and NOMA power split between weak and strong users within every RB. Two
different user assignment methods are proposed to efficiently solve the binary part, namely the
Hungarian-based and MCKP-based methods. The continuous part of the problem, on the other
hand, is solved using an ADMM approach, which enables the FRAN-specific operation and
reduces the overall algorithmic complexity. The simulation results show the effect of different
levels of fronthaul capacity on the network performance. The results of the paper particularly
show that, compared to conventional OMA, the proposed NOMA strategy under FRAN con-
straints increases user fairness without harming network sum-rate. Future research directions
on the topic would include optimizing a more generalized FRAN architecture empowered by
device-to-device (D2D) communication, relaying, and caching at the network edge, so as to best
meet the ambitious requirements of the anticipated futuristic systems.
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